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Old Ways New Ways, 
Regenerative Thinking in the 21st Century



Session Goals

• Take an in depth look at regenerative thinking, explore the 7 first 
principles of regeneration and demonstrate how it can be translated 
to a public garden. 

• Explore parallel practices and thought as expressed by local and 
indigenous cultures.

• Recognize, that we need to engage with, and learn from, local 
communities and indigenous cultures to better understand how we 
should interact with the natural world.





Source: NASA



Unsustainable Use of Natural Resources
Exponential Population Growth



Climate Change, Habitat Destruction, 
Loss of Biodiversity





Cancer

Heart Disease

Diabetes

Obesity

Source: International Living Future Institute











The Western Way



Equity and Social Justice
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3 Out of 4 Simulations Put Us Out of the Safe Zone for:

Global Warming
Pollution

Loss of Biodiversity

Source: Stockholm Resilience Centre



Transformation



Current Climate on Science and the Environment



“It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now at every level, local to global.”
Sir Robert Watson, IPBES Chair



Nature works in systems we are part of that 
system

Human and Environmental 
Health are Connected



Shift Thinking – Outcomes to Values
Should We Do Something – To How Do We Get It Done

Annie O’Neill
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Less Bad

About Us 
Inter-connectedness

Fragments
Stabilize them

Extractive

About Me

Fragments

Regenerative

About Us 
System

Whole

Do Good

About Us 
Reciprocity

Fragments
Improve them

Four Different Paradigms for 
Interacting with the World

Source: Carol Sanford



Two Models of Nature

Conquer

• Bacon, Newton, Descartes

• Humans separate from and 
hold stewardship over 
nature

Solution

• Technology

• More enlightened oversight

Ecological

• Reciprocity, 
interdependence, 
sacredness of all life

• Indigenous Cultures               

Solution

• Psychological and Spiritual

• as well as technological

Source: Regenesis Institute



The Evolution of Sustainability

• Equilibrium – finding the right mix to keep things moving smoothly –
The Bruntland Report

• Resilience – Humans and Ecosystems interdependent – adapt and 
regroup when equilibrium is disrupted

• Co-evolution – Humans contribute to the abundance of life – we are 
not outsiders to nature – we have a value adding role to play

Source: Regenesis Institute



Regenerative Thinking

Levels of Work
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IMPROVE Permaculture

MAINTAIN Resilience

OPERATE Green Buildings

Source: Regenesis Institute



System Transformation:  Three Lines of Work 

1.  Working on ME:
Entity leading a transformation 

(change process)

2.  Working on Team & Community:
Need to  develop my/our capability 

to work effectively together

3.  Working on System:
Transformation of a system 

(greater whole) which we commit

to evolving

2. Organization 

1. Self 

3. Effect on the Whole 

Source: 7 Group



Value 
Adding 

Processes

Users/Visitors

Community

Co-Creators/StaffInvestors/Donors

Earth

Source: Carol Sanford



First Principles of Regeneration
What Does it Look Like in a Public Garden?

Wholes – focusing on our effect on the whole

Essence – exhibiting singularity

Nestedness – understanding our role embedded in larger systems

Reciprocity – operating with living dynamic processes

Potential – initiating with potential

Nodal – seeking interventions at the point of highest systemic return

Development – increasing capacity of wholes to be vital & viable

Source: Carol Sanford



Wholes
• Goal to understand whole living systems, Nothing works in isolation

• Holistic rather than reductionist

• Organization, staff, visitors and ecosystem all interconnected

• Human and ecological health are interconnected

• What is our role as a member of nature

• Certifications are instruments for deeper understanding and development
marsh Photography, Inc.



Essence
• Our institution is unique and non-displaceable

• Linking human and ecological health throughout all of our activities is 
what makes Phipps unique
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Value 
Adding 

Processes

Users/Visitors

Community

Co-Creators/StaffInvestors/Donors

Earth

• Manage our lawns organically, practice IPM
• 100% of Electricity is renewable. All heating carbon is offset 
• 42% reduction in water use 
• Zero Waste Platinum certified
• Promote fair trade in gift shop 
• Divested from fossil fuel investments
• We accept no sponsorships from fossil fuel, pesticide or junk food 

companies



Nestedness
• We are embedded within greater and lesser systems – each plays a 

role in the success of the whole and other nested wholes.

• All new buildings are zero energy buildings 

• Focus on reciprocal , mutually-beneficial interrelationships

Pittsburgh



Exhibit Staging Center

Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens

Pursuing:

Hawkeye Aerial Photography



Reciprocity

• We operate within living, dynamic, nested systems

• We make reciprocal mutually beneficial interactions with larger and 
lesser systems in which we are nested

• Feature local, organic, compost consumer waste

• No: factory farms, junk food, soda, plastic disposables, bottle water 

Adam Milliron
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Nodal

• Like acupuncture – we seek interventions at the point of highest 
systemic return

• Homegrown, Lets Move Pittsburgh, Champion Schools

• Botany in Action, Biophilia Network, Biophilic Cities

• Studio Phipps, Sustainable Landcare

Adam Milliron



Ask Questions
Development

We seek to grow and develop the capacity in everyone we reach



When We Focus on Regeneration
We Create Places that are Better for People 

and the Planet
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We brought the crisis on us when we forgot 
we belong to and depend on the infinitely 

complex web of life



We Don’t Have to Reinvent the Wheel
• Prior to European colonization many indigenous communities 

interacted with their environments in ways that increased 
biodiversity and productivity (Value Adding)
• Kat Anderson “Tending the Wild”





Transformative change is possible, through five strategies that 
seem to be powerful ways to reach most SDGs within most PBs. 
The five measures are:

1) accelerated renewable energy growth sufficient to halve 

carbon emissions every decade,

2) accelerated productivity in sustainable food chains,

3) new development models in the poor countries,

4) unprecedented inequality reduction, and

5)  investment in education for all, gender equality, health, 

family planning.

The choice is the simplest way…to achieve all SDGs, both 

social and environmental. Together, they are capable of shifting 

the global system onto a new path in the decades ahead.





By 2020, the traditional knowledge, 
innovations and practices of indigenous 
and local communities relevant for the 
conservation and sustainable use of 
biodiversity, and their customary use of 
biological resources, are respected…and 
fully integrated…in the implementation of 
the Convention with the full and effective 
participation of indigenous and local 
communities, at all relevant levels.  

Aichi Biodiversity Targets



Target 13: Indigenous and local knowledge 
innovations and practices associated with plant 
resources, maintained or increased, as 
appropriate, to support customary use, 
sustainable livelihoods, local food security and 
health care.
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From:  Hunt, J. Archeol. Sci. (2007)







Hawaiian moon calendar

http://www.kamehamehapublishing.org/_assets/publishing/multimedia/apps/mooncalendar/index.html














KEY MESSAGES OF IPBES REPORT (2019)

A. Nature and its vital contributions to people are deteriorating
globally

B. Direct and indirect drivers of change have accelerated during the 
past 50 years
B6:  Nature managed by indigenous peoples under increasing pressure

C. Goals for conserving and sustainably using nature by 2030 can 
only by met through transformative changes
C3:  Disproportionate impact on indigenous peoples

D. Nature can be conserved, restored, and used sustainably, while 
also meeting other global societal goals
D3:  Promote different knowledge systems
D4:  Recognize local and indigenous innovations, practices and include in 
environmental governance
D6:  To feed humanity, need to incorporate knowledge from various systems 
including indigenous and local practices





Víctor Manuel Toledo
Institute for the Study of Ecosystems and Sustainability, UNAM
Early champion of biocultural studies
Federal Minister of Environment and Natural Resources (as of May 27, 2019)





NYC; June 8, 2016











Ceremonial white pine  (Tree of Peace) planting; Cornell Botanic Gardens



One touch of nature makes the whole world kin

William Shakespeare (Troilus & Cressida)



Credit: Kono Carragee
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